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Abstract. Patient casemix is a system of defining groups of patients. For re-

imbursement purposes, these groups should be clinically meaningful and share 

similar resource usage during their hospital stay. In the UK National Health 

Service (NHS) these groups are known as health resource groups (HRGs), and 

are predominantly derived based on expert advice and checked for homogeneity 

afterwards, typically using length of stay (LOS) to assess similarity in resource 

consumption. LOS does not fully capture the actual resource usage of patients, 

and assurances on the accuracy of HRG as a basis of payment rate derivation 

are therefore difficult to give. Also, with complex patient groups such as those 

encountered in burn care, expert advice will often reflect average patients only, 

therefore not capturing the complexity and severity of many patients’ injury 

profile. The data-driven development of a grouper may support the identifica-

tion of features and segments that more accurately account for patient complexi-

ty and resource use. In this paper, we describe the development of such a group-

er using established techniques for dimensionality reduction and cluster analy-

sis. We argue that a data-driven approach minimises bias in feature selection. 

Using a registry of patients from 23 burn services in England and Wales, we 

demonstrate a reduction of within cluster cost-variation in the identified groups, 

when compared to the original casemix.  

Keywords: Patient Casemix, Clustering, Data Driven. 

1 Motivation 

The NHS serves a wide population with varied demographic and medical histories, 

with the aim of providing health interventions to the population who need them. The 

provision and maintenance of these interventions is constrained by scarce resources 

and cost containment [1]. The pressure from binding budget constraints, and thus the 

need to control costs, has induced a shift in favor of prospective payments over retro-

spective payment systems.  

The use of patient-level payment system transfers all cost burden to the payer, 

since the reimbursement is based on the real costs. In the context of such a system, 

even profit maximizing providers may be insufficiently motivated to decrease costs. 

In contrast, prospective payment systems (PPSs) determine the provider's payment 
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rates ex ante without any link to the real costs of the individual provider [2]. This 

payment system is increasingly being adopted over retrospective systems, as it en-

courages cost containment and a shared burden with the providers. There is wide 

adoption of PPS globally, with approximately 70% of all OECD countries and more 

than 25 low-and middle-income countries having adopted some sort of casemix system 

for reimbursement purposes [3, 4].  

Here, a casemix is a system of defining cohorts of related patients, which comprise 

cases that are homogenous by resource consumption pattern and at the same time, 

clinically similar. In the NHS, the National Casemix Office (NCO) is commissioned to 

develop and maintain a set of casemix groupings, called HRG (health resource 

group). This is a type of PPS where payment rate is determined as the average patient 

cost in each HRG. HRGs are generated using nationally mandated patient-level data, 

which primarily includes age, complications and comorbidities, diagnosis and proce-

dures. Adopted in acute care, the groups are generated by transcribing expert advice 

into if-else rules, with the aim of capturing differing patient severity and length of   

stay (LOS). 

Any reimbursement methodology based on generalizations across patient groups 

(i.e. determining payment rate as an average of cost in each HRG) will have weaknesses 

regarding its ability to fairly work across a variety of settings and HRGs are no excep-

tion to this. The use of LOS as an (imperfect) indicator of resource use contributes 

further to this weakness – it is known to be unreliable particularly for the case of sur-

gical patients [5]. Finally, the identification of relevant factors based on expert advice 

alone carries the risk of ignoring other unknown (or less well established) factors that 

may account for the case complexity of certain patient sub-groups. 

Our core hypothesis is that in-depth analysis of the available data should be used in 

conjunction with expert input to develop an evidence-based model that comprehen-

sively captures the complexity of care provided by such services, and accurately clas-

sifies patients into homogeneous groups with respect to costs and patient characteris-

tics. This dual approach was previously not possible due to a lack of availability of 

extensive patient-level cost data, and the resulting primary dependence on expert 

advice. 

Our research aims to provide evidence for this hypothesis. First, we explore the ac-

curacy of current HRGs in terms of actual resource usage. Second, we describe an 

analytical approach to the development of an alternative, data-driven grouper. 

Throughout our analysis, we use burn care as a base case. Burn services are selected 

as an example of a specialized service, which deals with rare and complex conditions 

and by necessity operates at high expenditure. Burn services are to be open regardless 

of the number of patients admitted, with a minimum number of staff, and they rely on 

the use of highly specialist equipment and interventions. We expect that the complex 

characteristics of this setting make them particularly sensitive to the impact of weak-

nesses in the current HRG classification. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces 

the data sets used to explore HRGs and generate the data-driven groups. We then in-

troduce the analysis pipeline adopted, which includes data pre-processing, dimension-

ality reduction and the deployment of clustering approaches in two separate steps. In 
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Section 3, we discuss the results, using visualizations and within cluster variation of 

costs to identify improvements. The final section includes a conclusion and discussion 

of future work.          

2 Methodology 

2.1 Data 

This study uses comprehensive anonymized patient-level data that is nationally man-

dated for all burn units in England and Wales. The data covers a time period from 

2003 to 2019 and captures 164 features for just over 100,000 patients. This includes 

features such as demographic characteristics (age, gender), burn characteristics 

(depth, total burn surface area, burn site, locality, type, source, category and injury 

group), pre-existing conditions (self-harm, alcohol usage, asthma, clotting disorder 

etc.), time from injury to admission, patient-level cost, LOS and index of multiple 

deprivation (IMD). 

To highlight current variation in HRGs and as a benchmark for model perfor-

mance, we use the 2017/18 average patient-level cost by HRG open data released by 

NHS Improvement. This is limited to one year as PLICS adoption was introduced just 

in 2017/18 data collection cycle. This data is at the burn service level and so repre-

sents average patient level cost in each service. 

2.2 Analysis Pipeline 

Step 1: Selecting relevant features and cases. To ensure the use of quality features 

that reflect the clinical and cost differences of patients, the features selected for clus-

tering were those identified as statistically significant in predicting patient-level cost 

and patient outcome. Cost prediction accuracy was improved with the removal of 

non-survivals, which LOS and cost less compared to survivals with similar burn char-

acteristics. Thus, is in line with the current grouper, the following analysis focuses on 

survival cases only. All cases with missing data were deleted, leaving just over 80,000 

cases and 24 features after feature selection. Table 1 lists these features.  

Table 1. Selected Features 

 

  Feature type (count)  Feature  

Demographic (3) Gender, Age, Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 

 

 
Burn characteristics (17) 

  Total burn surface area (TBSA); Presence of inhalation; 

Site of burn (leg; upper limb (UL); torso and thorax; face, hands, feet 

and perineum (FHPP); head and hand (HH); face, hands and feet 

(FHF)); Type of injury (contact, cold, flame, electrical, scald, chemi-

cal, friction, flash, radiation) 

Comorbidity (2)   Number existing disorders, significance of existing disorder 

Cost Features (2)   Adjusted LOS, Patient-level cost 
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We implement further dimensionality reduction to minimise noise, data complexity 

and reduce redundancy. Dimensionality reduction also helps reduce processing time 

and mitigates against the curse of dimensionality [6]. Linear discriminant analysis 

(LDA), a supervised approach to dimensionality reduction, is adopted. Here, this 

method is preferred over unsupervised dimension reduction models such as principal 

component analysis (PCA), as we wish to identify components that   maximise cost 

separation rather than percent of variance alone.  

Step 2: Deriving target feature for LDA. We derive a set of target classes for the 

LDA using a cluster analysis on multiple cost features, to reduce sensitivity to a single 

cost measure. This is achieved by using cost features: patient level cost and adjusted 

LOS as the target space. The target feature is then generated using k-means clustering 

algorithm (k = 38, same as number of HRGs) to partition the two-dimensional target 

space defined by adjusted LOS and patient-level cost.  

Step 3: Segmentation by age. The current grouper splits the data into young patients 

(<16 years old) and older patients (>=16 years old). This reflects the burn care path-

way, designed to treat pediatrics separately from adults as young age is identified as a 

significant complicator. The 2001 National Burn Care Review Report [8] highlights 

the unpredictable complication of seemingly simple burn injuries especially for pedi-

atric patients. It argues and mandates the need for separate burn units for children and 

adults, due to the peculiar needs of children such as play specialist, teachers, family 

counselors and intensive psychosocial support. In line with the current grouper, we 

therefore further split the data by age group. 

Step 4: Dimensionality reduction using LDA. The comorbidity details, demograph-

ic and burn characteristics listed in Table 1 are used as the input features for the LDA.  

We retain the first two LDA components. Therefore, the output of this analysis is a 

projection from the original feature space into a two-dimensional manifold spanned 

by orthogonal components that maximise separation by the target feature constructed 

in Step 2. This is done on each segment derived in Step 3. 

Step 5: Segmentation into homogeneous patient groups. With these pre-processing 

and dimensionality reduction steps completed, an unsupervised clustering method is 

deployed to derive homogenous patient groups. This paper uses an unsupervised clus-

tering method, as we assume that the true class of patients are unknown. The use of a 

supervised method, for example, using cost labels may create groups that are homoge-

nous in terms of cost only. This therefore does not meet the clinical relevance criteria.  

In particular, we deploy an agglomerative hierarchical clustering (HAC) algorithm 

using the LDA components generated on each age segments (<16 years old and >=16 

years old) as input data to generate 13 and 25 patient groups respectively. The group 

numbers reflect the number of segments generated by the current grouper, to facilitate 

comparison. 
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Fig. 1. Summary of analysis pipeline  

We use the Euclidean distance as the metric used to compute the distance between 

data points. Average link is used as the linkage criterion, i.e. the distance between 

clusters is calculated as the average of the pairwise distances between all observations 

in the two clusters. At each step in the hierarchy, the algorithm merges the pair of clus-

ters that minimises this criterion. Average link HAC clustering and all preprocessing 

steps were implemented using the relevant scikit-learn module on python, with other 

parameters left as default [9]. Figure 1 depicts a summary of the analytical pipeline.              

3 Results and Analysis 

We explore the patient-level cost by HRG, as generated by the National Casemix of-

fice. In Figure 2, we visualize this data using boxplots that show the distribution of 

patient-level cost broken up by HRG. The wider the boxplot, the more variable are the 

costs within that group. There are 25 adult HRGs, with JB40A being the most com-

plex and JB71A the least complex in terms of injury severity. Whereas, the child 

segment includes 13 HRGs, with JB50A as the most complex and JB71B the least 

complex in terms of injury severity. These HRGs shown in Figure 2 are split into the 

two age segments and ordered in decreasing order of injury complexity. 

 Overall, we would expect the boxplots to slowly go down in terms of patient-level 

cost (for adults and children) as the injury complexity reduces. While this trend is 

generally apparent, there is scope to achieve a better match between injury complexity 

and costs for both adult and children. The results show low within-group homogeneity 

and we also observe a low degree of heterogeneity between groups. For a model that 

accurately reflects resource usage and complexity, we would expect these two aspects 

to be more pronounced. For example, JB40B, a more complex group than JB41A 

should have the highest average cost amongst the two, but we observe that this is not 

the case. 
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Fig. 2. 2017/18 HRG by patient-level cost. Ordered in decreasing order of injury complexity 

Thus, this exploratory analysis appears to support the need for a grouper with a bet-

ter performance at minimizing within-group cost variance and maximising between-

group separation.  Due to limitations of the dataset used, we do not have access to 

HRG grouping at a patient level and are therefore not able to link back costs to indi-

vidual patient characteristics. 

 
                Fig. 3. Factor loadings on 1st linear discriminant: Child vs Adult Segment 
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One of the key steps in the analysis pipeline was the split of data on age group re-

flecting the burn care pathway. The importance of this approach is highlighted in 

Table 2 and Figure 3. Table 2 shows that child groups, although with lower adjusted 

LOS, have higher average costs relative to comparable adult groups. In Figure 3, feature 

contribution to separation in data captured by LDA across both age groups are different. 

Where presence of inhalation was the most important in both groups, burns caused by 

radiation have the second highest factor loading in the child segment whereas injury 

caused by flame is second highest factor in the adult segment. It is clear that the fea-

ture contributions in the two groups differ and this supports the need to split data by 

age group.  

The suitability of LDA in class separation was evaluated by deploying a train test 

model, to enable the calculation of an accuracy score. For the adult and child seg-

ments, we get a score of 73% and 72% respectively. This highlights the ability of non-

cost features in capturing resource usage thus the suitability of the LDA components 

generated. 

The resultant groups derived using our data-driven pipeline, are shown in Figure 4. 

In particular, the model identifies well-defined high cost clusters in both adult 

(Adult0, Adult8, Adult13 and Adult17) and child (Child8, Child3) groups. Investigat-

ing further, we compare the within cluster variance (calculated using the coefficient of 

variation of patient-level cost in each group) between HAC generated groups and  

HRGs. Figure 5 highlights the improvement obtained from the data-driven model: as 

evident from the histogram, the HAC grouper tends to produce groups with a higher 

cost similarity. Specifically, the HAC groups (green) on average have a lower within 

cluster variation (0.89) compared to that of the HRGs at 1.19. The overall results 

therefore suggest an improved differentiation between groups. 

 

Fig. 4. Identified groups by patient-level cost ordered by decreasing average cost 
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Fig. 5. Within cluster variation of patient-level cost in HRG vs HAC  

 

We further explore the patient characteristics of the HAC groups. Table 2 provides 

some illustrative examples that highlight the interpretability of some of the resulting 

clusters, based on patient characteristics. For example, when comparing the clusters 

Adult3 and Adult12, these have very similar average age, but Adult3 has the more 

severe burns (TBSA), higher LOS and cost, and so the necessity to have separate 

groups. In the child group, comparing clusters Child2 and Child11, we see a similar 

pattern, i.e. similarity with respect to average age but differentiation by severity of 

burn, LOS and cost.  

Table 2. A sample* of HAC groups by patient characteristics (average). 

 

Cluster 

Label 

Age TBSA Adjusted 

LOS 

Existing Disorder 

(Significance) 

Patient-

level cost 

(£) 

Adult3 41.02 50.59 13.71 0.27 99184.74 

Adult12 42.99 31.30 9.08 0.49 56979.04 

Adult20 46.61 19.49 9.28 0.79 39006.15 

Adult11 67.64 5.28 7.36 2.68 19037.41 

Child5 5.13 34.86 5.77 0.10 45585.72 

Child12 4.85 25.10 5.08 0.07 32656.89 

Child2 3.87 10.56 2.63 0.08 10595.17 

Child11 3.87 2.56 0.88 0.03 1921.42 

*Purposive sampling 
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Meanwhile comparing Adult20 and Adult11, there have different patient character-

istics and thus different average patient-level cost. Child5 and Child10 though with 

similar adjusted LOS, Child5 has a higher TBSA, higher score with respect to the 

severity of existing disorders and thus a higher average patient-level cost. The ob-

served similarity in adjusted LOS but higher difference in patient-level cost in this 

child5 and Child10 also supports the need for using more than one feature space in 

deriving the LDA target feature. These results highlight the effectiveness of the data-

driven HAC grouper in generating groups with homogenous patient characteristics. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

HRGs are used as the basis for cost reimbursement in health systems. When designing 

HRGs, the accurate reflection of resource usage is imperative in ensuring different 

settings get fair reimbursements. The collection of patient-level cost, at a national 

scale, has created the possibility of generating improved data-driven groups. We have 

been able to highlight that improvements can be made in identifying patient case mix 

suitable for payment rate derivation. This was done with the implementation of a data 

driven process on burn care data to identify significant features and the subsequent use 

of a clustering algorithm. With the adopted analysis pipeline, we showed a visible 

difference in the distribution of patient-level cost variance when HAC groups are 

compared to HRGs. 

There could be further reduction in within cluster variance with the use of state-of- 

the-art clustering algorithms that simultaneously consider Step 2, 3 and 4 of our anal-

ysis. A further limitation of this paper is the lack of certain features in the patient-level 

data such as current patient level HRG labels, in-hospital complications and interven-

tions. The unavailability of patient-level data labelled with current HRGs, limited our 

ability to evaluate performance of current HRGs in terms of patient characteristics. 

Finally, the lack of complications and interventions data could limit the homogeneity 

by patient characteristics in the HAC identified groups. 

Future work will be aimed at exploring changes to our analytical model, including 

the consideration of different approaches to dimensionality reduction and cluster 

analysis, as well as the inclusion of expert opinion in feature selection and group vali-

dation. This will be done using comprehensive anonymized patient-level data set. An 

improved analytical pipeline developed and validated using burn care data can be 

applied to other injury type. The adoption in other injury type would include the use 

of expert and data-driven feature selection phase, but with the aim of a standardised 

pipeline, the same dimensionality reduction and cluster analysis technique would be 

implemented. 
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